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Many know the Var well for the notorious tourist honeypot town of St Tropez, whose port brims over

with yachts, or for the surrounding hill towns with their holiday villas, campsites and tatty markets.

People love to complain about the new vulgarity of the area: the overcrowded Pampelonne beach, the

soaring cost of a vacation – and the traffic. Yet the southernmost part of the Var possesses a very

different character. There is a secret, protected area where cork oaks and grapevines almost touch

mile upon mile of beaches that are wild and unspoilt. Here in the maquis there are no exhaust fumes

or crocodiles of exhausted sunbathers traipsing back from the beach, only a natural landscape where

the air is tinted with the special scent of wild woody herbs.

The stretch of coastland below the hillside town of Bormes les Mimosas is where in about 2000bc

seafaring Romans are known to have landed, bringing with them their knowledge of farming and

winemaking. Today it is the site of a family-run estate, Chateau Léoube, making wines in a system that

is hi-tech but which also recalls the methods of the ancients.
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Rosé risotto with French radishes recipe by Rose Prince

The Bamford family bought the estate with its crumbled 15th-century chateau in 1997. Lord Bamford

is the chairman of JCB, the engineering firm started by his father, Joe, which employs 24,000 people

in Britain alone. Lady Bamford is the founder of Daylesford Organic, an extraordinary food producer

whose farm and shop in Gloucestershire, plus London outlets, revolutionised the organic retail sector.

Never daunted by a project, however challenging, the couple set about restoring the land, the

viniculture and the buildings on the estate. Having noted to his surprise that the land is on the same

line of latitude as Tuscany, Anthony Bamford and the young winemaker Romain Ott collaborated to

create Collector, a wine that will be the first French ‘super-Tuscan’ (complex, ruddy red wines that are

to red meat what Loire whites are to oysters).

Ott is the son of Jean-Jacques Ott of Domaines Ott, a celebrated winemaker who once owned the

next-door estate. ‘I grew up here and learnt to make wines with my father in a very natural way,’ he

says. ‘I studied agriculture at Montpellier University, but after coming home to help with the harvest

in 2000 I decided to stay. My father had been helping at Léoube in the early days when the Bamfords

bought the domaine, and I started assisting him. When my father sold our family wine business in

2006, I began working permanently at Léoube.’

Rouget with fennel, tomato, rosemary flowers and olive tartines recipe by Rose Prince

Seven wines are made at Léoube (including one sparkling) with rosé making up 70 per cent of

production. The estate as a whole has converted to a prototypical modern organic system – it is all

about healthy soil, hand tending, weeding, careful and painstaking picking at harvest and traditional
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peasant farming folklore, better known now as ‘biodynamic’ husbandry.

‘The lunar cycles are very important in winemaking, because the position of the moon affects the

nutrient flow to the plants,’ Ott says. ‘I prune at the optimum moments in the cycle because it makes

the vines stronger. It is very good for certain fragile vine types, like syrah and ugni blanc.’

Take a walk up a hill to a small chapel overlooking the land and sea and you can see the size of this

task. Before you lies a 560-hectare (1,300-acre) expanse edged by six kilometres of coastline; a

collage of dense, mainly oak and brush forestry, chequered with vineyards and olive groves that each

year grow in acreage. ‘We increase the number of hectares planted with vines each year,’ Jérôme

Pernot, the estate manager, says. ‘We started with 45 hectares [after purchasing the estate], at the

moment we have 65 but we are aiming for 75.’ Additionally there are 20 hectares of olive groves used

to make Léoube extra-virgin olive oil, tapenade and anchoïade, one a punchy purée of olives, the other

made with local anchovies. Both bring the flavours of the Var to a simple toasted tartine, grilled

sardines, raw crudités and dressings.

Creating a new vineyard is a slow process. ‘It takes a year to remove the old vines, then another to

prepare the soil and landscape the plot to improve drainage,’ Pernot says. ‘The soil benefits from

resting for a year or two, then after planting it will be six to seven years before a grape is used.’



Ott’s winemaking skill is strongly identified with his feeling of belonging here. ‘I really know the

area, I understand the terroir [soil] and it is easy for me to choose the grapes to grow,’ he says, as if he

and the plants have grown up together as friends. Some of the grapes are local types, such as cinsault,

some are rare and old, like carignan and tibouren; other red grapes are syrah, grenache, merlot,

cabernet sauvignon – these are used to make red and some for rosé. For Blanc de Léoube, rolle,

sémillon and ugni blanc are grown.

Organic principles extend to the winemaking. Sulphate preservatives are permitted but Ott’s

traditional methods help to minimise its use. ‘If the harvest is clean and the plant is balanced, you need

use only a very small amount of sulphites to stabilise the wine,’ Ott says. ‘We also use a very fine

filtration system so the wine is clear and pure.’

Moules marinière with rosé recipe by Rose Prince

When the grapes have been harvested for rosé they are crushed in a machine that is designed to mimic

the hand-crushing that would have been used by the Romans. The press works slowly, releasing only

the juice. ‘It is a very gentle process that prevents the stalks affecting the flavour of the wine,’ Pernot

says. After pressing, the juice is cooled overnight, allowing solids to settle; the juice is then siphoned

into open vats, the temperature is raised to 18C and the first fermentation (during which sugars in the

juice convert to alcohol) takes place. This process takes two to three weeks to complete. After the

first alcoholic fermentation comes the second, malolactic fermentation, a delicate process which is

important to the character and style of the wine, and also to its preservation. ‘The malolactic

fermentation happens naturally after the first, it transforms some acid into soft acids which gives the
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wine creaminess on the palate,’ Pernot says.

Both the rosés made here, Rosé de Léoube and Secret de Léoube, are bottled in spring, the year after

being made. Until then the wines are stored in vats before being filtered and finally blended by Ott to

achieve the distinctive flavour of each. ‘We need to have the previous year’s wine ready in March

because our customers want the latest one,’ he says. ‘But I like to leave it in the bottle for a month or

two. It makes the wine more expressive.’

Sipping, with much frequency, while we sit feet in the sand at the newly opened Beach Hut on the wild

Pellegrin Beach at the west end of the estate, the Léoube rosé is expressing itself beautifully. With a

hint of the sea and red fruit, astonishing clarity, understated pinkness and tingling crispness, this rosé

is the manifestation of summer: a quencher, refresher and a counterpart for vibrant local food – all in

one glass.

chateauleoube.com
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